Rapid convective deposition is used to assemble nanoparticle coatings from suspension, with controllable thickness. Varying film thickness generates stress-induced linear cracks with highly monodisperse spacing. Film thickness is controlled through mechanical means, suspension volume fraction, and the use of applied thermal gradients. These cracks extend in the deposition direction, and a uniform crack spacing from 2-160 µm is observed. The nanoparticle film thickness is the relevant length scale for hydrodynamic flow, and films will crack with this spacing, in a characteristic manner to minimize the system energy and capillary stresses. As expected from this energy minimization problem and relevant theory, the correlation between coating thickness and crack spacing is highly linear. Because this process is continuous, continuous cracks have potential as a highthroughput method of fabricating nanoscale channels for microfluidics and MEMS.
Introduction and background
There is a strong interest in the controllable formation of defect-free, uniform nanoparticle thin films. 1-3 ordered particle layers and thin films have found enormous use recently in industries spanning a huge array of fields. Fields impacted include photonics, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] lithography, 7,10,11 ceramics, 10 sensors, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] diagnostic platforms, [17] [18] [19] [20] membranes, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] biocompatible surfaces 14, 26 and making Janus particles [27] [28] [29] . Extensive efforts have focused on the VOC-free formation of latex coatings 30 . There is a significant drive to move towards aqueous systems in order to minimize the environmental impact of these coatings. In addition, it is critical that the drying process in forming these coatings does not result in stresses that result in buckling and cracks because of their inherent nonuniformity across films as well as their random cracking patterns.
On the other hand, there are several uses for uniform cracks as nanoscale channels 31 and as optical devices 32, 33 that provide separate length scales from the nanoparticle diameter to the film thickness to the spacing between cracks. Previous efforts 34 have investigated batch-wise drop drying techniques that have the potential of creating nearly parallel cracks over small areas. Three drawbacks to this technique are the limited span of the cracks, the inability to dynamically alter crack spacing, and finally the hindrance to scaling up the process to roll-to-roll processing for commercial applications. Han et al. showed such cracks can formed at micron scale 34 , which opened new technique to fabricate lithography detail structure. Lithographic processes are costly and time consuming and the additional benefit of using nanoparticle films is the channels are already embedded in a porous medium, which could be used as part of the microfluidic platform or filled in by melting or back-filling the nanoparticle film. As first steps toward overcoming these challenges, this study serves as a platform that demonstrates a robust understanding of cracking dynamics during convective deposition that give a breadth of processing conditions that can result in uniformly spaced parallel cracks.
Previous efforts have aimed to characterize varying deformation mechanisms and evolving stresses in these drying systems as a function of temperature and evaporation flux 30, 35 . In particular, nanoparticle films are susceptible to micro-or macroscale cracking-under some conditions these cracks can exhibit highly monodisperse spacing. [36] [37] [38] [39] The formation of latex films from bulk suspension is explained through three sequential steps. 40 Initially, the fluid evaporates and forces particles into a close-packed microstructure. Next, the particles deform as they contact one another and transition to an increasingly dense arrangement. Finally, polymer chains reptate and interdiffuse resulting in a homogeneous, and mechanically stronger, film. Cracking is a result of these capillary forces. As the fluid evaporates, it generates tremendous drying stresses that compress the film. 36, 41 Cracks form in order to release these stresses. Dufresne et al., validate these conclusions by showing that cracking films are wetted except at the cracks themselves. 42 For rigid particles, deformation resulting from drying stresses is minimal, thus these mechanisms do not apply.
Routh et al., provide extensive modeling and theory to describe crack formation in drying of nanoparticle suspensions. 36 Solvent evaporation near the drying front leads to a consolidation of particles and increased volume fraction. This will generate a pressure drop and increased fluid flow through the higher-density system. Solvent pressure in the system can be calculated through Darcy's Law as given below. (equation 1)
Where p  is pressure gradient in deposition direction, µ is solvent viscosity, kp is the permeability of a packed bed of particles, and u is the velocity of the fluid. Geometrically, the maximum capillary pressure drop for a close packed monodisperse particle array will be,
Here,  is surface tension and a is the particle radius.
This maximum capillary pressure is used to extrapolate a relaxation length scale, Replacing this length scale with a capillary length will yield a characteristic pressure, which, scaled by capillary pressure drop, yields a dimensionless pressure term which can characterize fluid flow through the higher volume fraction consolidated particle array. Under moderate capillary pressures, the fluid can flow as needed through the thin film to the compacted particle array. However, as the capillary pressure reaches its maximum, replacement fluid can no longer flow to compensate for that lost due to evaporation. It is this hydrodynamic length scale, the capillary pressure-driven distance the fluid must flow to compensate for that lost to evaporation that controls the onset and evolution of cracking. In particular, capillary forces put the particle thin film under tension. As these stresses grow with increasing evaporation, the system seeks to minimize its capillary forces and its energy. Upon the formation of "cracks," fluid recedes into the particle thin film and the system energy relaxes.
The supposition that crack spacing scales with thin film thickness, and resulting increased drying stresses, has been validated experimentally. Routh et al., 2004 use Vernier calipers to measure the macroscale crack spacing and film thickness in latex and silica systems. 36 Crack spacing in these systems spans 0.1 to 10 mm and film thickness spans 10 to 1000 µm. Cracks form with a highly monodisperse spacing as a result of the characteristic hydrodynamic distance that fluid must flow upon the onset of cracks. These data suggest a scaling of crack spacing with film thickness over a pair of particle chemistries and a range of particle sizes. Routh et al. scale crack spacing, y, by X, 36 and find that they scale with pcap -0.8 . They expect the trend to be linear, and attribute an imperfect fit to an overestimate of the maximum capillary pressure. One of the methods for the deposition of uniform particle layers is rapid convective deposition ( Figure 1a ). Other methods include spin coating [43] [44] [45] , gravity settling 25, 46 , electrophoretic assembly 13, 47, 48 . Convective deposition is similar to vertical deposition, also known as dip coating [49] [50] [51] [52] , however evaporation of the liquid phase of a suspension drives fluid to flow into a thin film where particles align on a surface due to either capillary forces 53 or increased volume fraction. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] Rapid convective deposition can deposit submonolayer, monolayer, and multilayer morphologies comprised of particles ranging from 10 nm to multiple microns. Spherical particles are typically deposited, but the process is by no means limited in this respect.
In this work we have observed the formation of highly uniform, parallel cracks in nanoparticle films of a critical thickness ( Figure 1c ). These cracks are aligned parallel with the direction of the film formation and the spacing of the cracks is variable with the final film thickness. The principle of controllably depositing particles from suspension is not a new concept. Dimitrov and Nagayama provide seminal work as to the controllable deposition of a particle monolayer. [59] [60] [61] For a single-component suspension, they derived the relationship between volume fraction and deposition speed for an advancing crystal on a substrate. This mass balance results from equating solvent evaporation to flow in the thin film as shown in equation (6) .
u is substrate velocity and equal to the velocity of the advancing crystal front, Je is solvent evaporation rate m/s,  is evaporation length, h is thin film height,  and  m are suspension volume fraction in solution and within the deposited thin film respectively, and β describes particle-surface interactions. For the special case of the deposition of a particle monolayer, u = vmono and h = 2a. Assumptions in implementing this equation
include that the bulk suspension volume fraction equals particle volume fraction near the advancing crystal front and that when particle-surface interactions are strongly repulsive β ≈ 1, but it is very sensitive to surface charge of particles and can show significant effect on assembly 62 . This work concerns the assembly of multilayer coatings. slower deposition speed will yield thicker, multilayer, coatings. 17 The assembly of multilayer thin films will increase film height, h, and consequently control crack formation. Also, obviously, increased suspension volume fraction will yield the formation of thicker coatings.
This study serves to extend and complement previous investigations into crack formation, particularly investigating the effects of changing film thickness on crack spacing through a trio of methodologies. 37, 39 with the aim that these cracks can be designed into processes for microfluidics and MEMS. Film thickness will be varied through deposition speed, applied thermal gradients, and particle volume fraction. In addition, significant particle deformation comes into play in the formation of latex filmsthis work will present complementary data of silica nanoparticles, with an emphasis on the comparison of crack spacing between the two chemistries. The use of oxide nanoparticles should remove some limitations and complexities. In addition, previous research into the cracking of nanoparticle thin films has primarily concerned the evaporation of pools of suspensions-this shares strong parallels with droplet evaporation and the "coffee ring effect." The use of convective deposition, where a suspension meniscus is pulled across a substrate, with particles drawn to an evaporative front and liquid thin film, enables significantly enhanced process control. In particular, this work will evaluate the transitions in cracking morphology with increasing, as well as decreasing, thin film thickness. The Clausius-Clapeyron relation enables an understanding of the use of applied thermal gradients in convective deposition. With regards to convective deposition, the inherent temperature component of this relation will directly affect vapor pressure in the suspension meniscus.
Materials and methods

Suspension Preparation:
The primary colloid suspension used in this work is prepared by dispersing SiO2
and Polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles, of comparable size, in deionized (DI) water with a volume fraction  nano. The suspension is dispersed using a sonic dismembrator (model 550, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) for 10 min and then vortexed prior to coating.
(Fisher Scientific, model 550). 80 nm SiO2 nanoparticles are prepared through Stöber synthesis, paralleling the experimental techniques previously described. 21 
Convective Deposition of Particle Suspensions:
Under convective deposition, particles flow to the leading edge of the meniscus via evaporative forces, and are drawn to the three-phase contact line near the thin film region.
As particles flow into this thin film region, they are deposited and can form highly- 
Microstructural Analysis:
Deposited monolayers are observed directly using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and confocal laser scanning microscopy. A Hitachi 4300 field emission SEM is used to observe particle array microstructure. Prior to SEM imaging, the sample is coated with iridium by vapor deposition. Optical and confocal microscopy is performed using an Olympus IX71 optical microscope paired with a Visitech VTEye confocal system, in conjunction with a 100x objective. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (VTeye, Visitech
International) is used to observe the microstructure after rewetting the layer with an aqueous solution of 8 mM Rhodamine B for imaging; this rewetting does not alter the microstructure. Profilometry is carried out using a Zygo Zemetrics ZeGAGE Interference Profilometer, with a 10x objective. Image analysis of optical and electron microscope imagery, as well as interference profilometer, data were carried out using ImageJ.
As shown in Figure 1 , convective deposition is used to induce the formation of cracks with highly monodisperse spacing. Cracks spacing is tuned by changing the coating thickness. The suspension from bulk meniscus is dragged towards the drying thin film (figure1a). Particles then assemble themselves at the packing front and liquid flows through this porous media to compensate for the evaporative loss. Compressive stresses developed due to capillary forces result in formation of cracks. Note how uniform cracks spacing can be obtained over large scales compared with irregular drying in a Petri dish.
A trio of methodologies is used to control nanoparticle thin film thickness, with increased thickness yielding larger crack spacing. Coating thickness is first tuned via suspension volume fraction, with higher volume fractions generating thicker films.
Likewise, the evaporative flux can be increased by heating the substrate, increasing coating thickness. Finally, deposition speed, the speed at which the suspension is dragged across the substrate, will tune sample thickness. In these batch experiments, a single volume fraction and thermal gradient are applied to each sample. Thus thin films of homogeneous thickness are deposited. Contrastingly, deposition speed can be varied throughout a batch coating in order to systematically vary thin film thickness. Increasing nanoparticle thin film thickness, via slower deposition speeds, applied thermal gradients, or increased volume fraction, will limit sample transparency. There is small variation in cracks spacing, thus the measurement is done by averaging over ten cracks. The standard deviation is small but must be taken into account while fabricating devices.
Results and discussions
Film thickness and crack spacing
Previous data do not address small scale cracking and thinner particle coatings as a result of experimental limitations. 37 Interference profilometry, in correlation with high resolution optical microscopy, are used to expand established film thickness to crack spacing relations over small length scales. These techniques provide micron to submicron-level detail. The coating thickness was measured by using bare glass slide as a reference point in interference profilometry. Samples were scratched by fine blade to remove particles near particular measurement area to access the reference height. Figure   2a provides a presentation of crack spacing data with thin film thickness the film thickness is varied by changing substrate velocity between 32 m/s to 64 m/s. Previous data support this trend with power law scaling (figure 2b). 37 These experimental relations clearly parallel the theory (1) through (5) where a clear linear trend between relevant hydrodynamic length scale and crack spacing is expected. Also, note that a minimum crack spacing of ~2 µm is presented in figure 2 . That is the minimum observed spacing where cracks show significant length and monodisperse spacing. Below that length scale, the analysis becomes increasingly complex as samples are characterized by small-scale subcracks. It is important to note that these thinnest films, and the disappearance of cracking, are on the order of 15-25 particle layers thick. On these length scales particleparticle interactions and capillary forces become increasingly significant versus large scale thin film evaporative hydrodynamics. The characteristic fluid velocity, u, relaxation length scale, X, and dimensionless capillary pressure, Pcap, are all a function of dried film thickness, h. An increased vapor pressure in the system will in turn force additional liquid into the vapor phase. Thusly the evaporative flux will increase. Increased evaporative flux near the three-phase contact will increase fluid and particle convection to the evaporative front. Keeping other experimental parameters static, increased particle flow into the thin film region will correlate with an increased thin film thickness, in terms of number of particle layers n, an increased number of particle layers in the resultant coating will increase the film height h.
Finally, as previously shown in Eq. 6, the film thickness scales inversely with deposition speed. (8) In conclusion, the inverse of temperature, as an applied thermal gradient in these experiments, will scale with deposition speed u e T 
1
. Either increased applied thermal gradients or decreased deposition speed will increase thin film thickness. Under alternative experimental parameters these same principles can also be used to spur instabilities and recirculation in convective deposition, as well as the assembly of macroscale coating defects. Note the very similar trends in crack spacing with comparable SiO2 and PS suspension and processing characteristics, as shown in the triangles and circles of figure   4 . The "softer" PS particles do exhibit slightly smaller crack spacing, but both systems show highly controlled thin film morphology. The differences are subtle, and could also be due to minute differences in particle size and volume fraction. The fact that both systems show parallel cracking characteristics validates the following studies.
Polystyrene and SiO2 data will be presented in the forthcoming results. plate is used to apply a thermal gradient to the drying thin film and thus increase crack spacing. As expected, higher suspension volume fraction yields thicker nanoparticle coatings. Also, it is important to note that the absence of data under ambient temperature conditions, 23°C, is due to a complete absence of cracking.
Deposition Speed as a Method to Probe Transitions in Crack Spacing
This final section aims to probe and explain transitioning crack spacing with changing coating thickness. Deposition speed can be increased or decreased. These speed changes result in changing the film thickness and crack spacing. Figure 5 provides data on variable speed coatings and highlights changing crack width and transition regions. This sample is initially thin (Figure 5a ), and is subject to sequentially increasing thickness over regions of equal length. Upon reaching a prescribed thickness, deposition speed is increased to again thin the sample.
This coating starts and ends under fast enough deposition speeds so as not to exhibit cracks or significant large-scale crystalline defects (Figure 5a,5d ). Upon reaching a critical thickness, cracks arise in a uniform front (Figure 5a ). Crack spacing reaches a steady state value, in a 5.1 μm thick film, of 15 μm. In the transition to a much thicker film, 14.7 μm as estimated via the fitting from Figure 3 , there is a stark change in thickness and crack spacing (Figure 5b ). Note the initial delamination at this transition point. Under these thicker conditions, crack spacing reaches a steady state value of 40 μm.
Next, the thinning condition will be presented (Figure 5c-d) . The transition from 14.7 μm thickness exhibits significant stick-slip motion initiated by the change in velocity (Figure 5c ). Stick-slip motion refers to the periodic pinning and depinning of the meniscus to the substrate that can result in significant nonuniformities in the coating during drying of suspensions 63, 64 . Here, crack spacing periodically varies between a larger and smaller value in the deposition direction, and also exhibits some lateral nonuniformities. Note that these increases and decreases in crack spacing do in fact correlate with increasing and decreasing film thickness, as confirmed by interference profilometry. Stick-slip motion subsides and thin film morphology reaches steady state thickness of 3.5 μm. Crack spacing reaches a uniform value of 11 μm. Note that this film is slightly thinner than the parallel condition presented in Figure 5a -this difference is attributed to suspension depletion. In the transition from a 3.5 μm film thickness to the "crack-less" condition, significant "stick-slip" motion is observed, with correlative changes in crack spacing with increasing deposition speed, stick-slip motion is observed, where crack spacing periodically varies. Both thinning and thickening conditions also highlight the absence of cracking under sufficiently thin conditions. Note that, as calculated through profilometry data as presented in Figure 3 , the steady-state thickness are: 5a (5.1 μm), 5b (5.1 to 14.7 μm), 5c (14.7 to 3.5 μm), 5d (3.5 μm). timescales. This will complement the work of Routh et al. 30, 39 , who by changing the timescales of evaporation and re-wetting latex films, cyclically control the formation and suppression of individual and aggregate cracks. They demonstrate enormous plasticity in crack formation and evolution. Parallel experiments could be performed via in-situ confocal and optical microscopy, as well as interference profilometry.
